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Marston Pterodactyl - Build Log - Part Four 

 
Wing: install motors continued 

 

The next step on the motors is to sand the reinforcing blocks so that the sheeting will fit. This needs to be 

done top and bottom. To avoid getting a lot of balsa dust in the motor I covered the holes with some tape. 

 

Also, I have put two small scraps of balsa over the lightening holes in the ribs in the motor bay. I don't 

know whether I will need motor cooling or not. However, my intention is to minimise airflow into the 

wing - then if required I can put a cooling hole into the top of the motor area to extract hot air. 

 

I made a cardboard template for the sheeting to cover the motor area. I thought of all sort of complicated 

shapes. But in the end a simple straight edge cutout appeared to actualy fit best. So I cut out some balsa 

and covered the motor area. Some sticky tape and a few pins holds it all together while the glue dries. 

 

I also used a few bits of scrap to cover the small area just to the front of the reinforcing blocks. A light 

sand should make the sheet joins a bit less obvious and by the time it is covered I hope the sheeting looks 

need enough. 

 

Weight of wing half now 378gms - inc. servos, ESC, wiring, motor 

 

 
Preliminary shaping of the motor mount reinforcing so that the sheeting will fit. 

 

 
Install balsa to block airflow into the wing. 

 

 
Cardboard templates for the sheeting. On the right is the lower sheeting, with two small separate balsa 

pieces for the front. 
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Top sheeting in place. 

 

 
Bottom motor mounts ready for sheeting. 

 

 
Bottom sheeting in place. 

 

 

Wing: leading edge 

 

This is not mentioned in the building instructions and others may want to leave this bit out. 

 

As I mentioned before the leading edge is nice strong ply, however, it is flat. The way that the wing 

sheeting comes down onto the ply makes it difficult to sand the leading edge without reducing the balsa 

wing sheeting to almost nothing. 

 

So what I am going to do is to tidy up the leading edge and balsa wing sheet by sanding at right angles to 

the leading edge. This removes all the bits of glue and also any wing sheeting that is sticking out beyond 

the leading edge. Then I am going to glue on a strip of hard balsa strip and finally sand most of the balsa 

away leaving a well defined leading edge shape. 

 

There are no exact templates for this - I am just going to sand continuing the profile of the wing sheeting. 

(As Graham said: any shape is better than flat.) This leading edge will be balsa, not ply, but it has the ply 

behind it and it isn't very thick so it can't be "dinged" too much. 

 

I had a sheet of 2.4mm hard balsa that I kept on avoiding because it was heavy - so now I have an excuse 

to take to it and cut it into strips. Probably 1.5mm will have been enough thickness. Thinner is easier to 

bend to the curve. 
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Here is the flat front on the leading edge. 

 

 
Sanding the concave curve flat using a round sanding block. 

 

 
The top wing has the balsa leading edge glued on and drying. Tape used to hold the strip to the curve. 

 

 

Wing: sanding 
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All that is left on the wing constuction is to remove the standoffs and add the rib caps. Before I do that I 

am going to do some of the major sanding tasks. Once all the rib caps are attached it is certain that I will 

damage them the more I handle the wing. 

 

So I am going to do some of the sanding now - that way I can't damage the bits I have not yet attached. 

 

The first thing is that some of my cardboard templates must be wonky, or perhaps it was something I had 

been drinking , anyway a little sanding with the circular sanding block makes the curves match. 

 

Next there is the wing tips and the leading edge. As mentioned before the leading edge is sanded so it 

looks right. The wing tips need to be rounded off on the leading edge and also thinned towards the trailing 

edge. The idea on the trailing edge is to sand the bottom - this will increase the washout on the tips. 

 

 
One of the curve sheeting joins looked like this! 

 

 
A bit of sanding and it will look find once the rib caps are attached. 

 

 

Wing: sanding continued 

 

What I did with the leading edge was to sand the top of the strip so as to continue the profile of the top of 

the wing. Just looking along the wing I checked that the line of the sanding on the front of the strip was 

straight. The outboard section is easy and can be done with a normal sanding block, the inboard concave 

section needed the circular sanding block. 

 

Then I repeated this for the bottom wing shape. The result was a slightly 'pointy' leading edge - again a 

quick check along the leading edge to make sure the sanding is even. 

 

At this stage I have left the shape as-is, I will probably smooth the leading edge off and make it a bit 

'rounder' a later on. The airfoil is 'modified 10% clark Y' and these are not normally quite this pointy on 

the leading edge. 

 

Then the wing tips. Sanding these was easier to say than to do. In the end I decided to continue the shape 

of the wing sheeting over the tip and sand the lower trailing edge to this shape. This left about 1/2 of the 

thickness at the trailing edge (ie. 1/16"). The tip is not that robust and I didn't want to take away too much 

material. 
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Also I rounded off the leading edge of the wing tips. 

 

 
Top wing profile sanded. 

 

 
And the bottom sanded as well. 

 

 
Continuing the the wing shape onto the trailing edge of the wing tips. The wing us upside down in the 

photo and the straigh edge is running down the sheeting and onto the sanded trailing edge. 

 

 

Wing: Steps 25 & 26 - cap all exposed ribs and spars 

 

Now we are back on the beaten track with steps 25 and 26. The instructions specify 1/16 x 3/16 for the 

ribs and 1/16 x 3/8 for the spars, on the plans it shows 1/16 x 1/4 on the aft spar. I am just going to strip 

balsa sheets/scraps to size as required. Using the lightest balsa everywhere except the special rib caps 

with the slots for the control rods and the bottom aft spar cap where the control surfaces attach. 

 

In the end I made the aft spar cap slightly closer to 3/8 because I wanted some balsa under the tape hinge. 

Others may want to consider something more like 1/16 x 1/8 for the rib caps - it's probably a matter of 

taste, but I think that the 3/16 obscures the ribs a bit too much. 

 

I am going to do the top of the wing while the standoffs are still installed, then knock off the standoffs 

and do the bottom of the wing. 

 

My first move was to resand the top of the aft spar and check that the aft spar/rib interface was smooth. I 
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used a short length of 1/16 x 3/8 balsa and made sure that the cap sat correctly - in a few places the angle 

on the aft spar wasn't quite right, so I just did a little sanding. 

 

Next the only special bit. Because my control rods come out of the top of the wing I need to make some 

special rib caps that are wide enough to cut a slot for the CF rod to come through. The wide rib caps 

should allow me to attach the covering to the rib cap. Then the slot cut in the covering to allow for the 

control rod will not tear and otherwise distort the covering. 

 

I made a cardboard template for the hole and cut these special caps out of some scrap. These I attached 

first so that they are supported by the aft spar and also the shear web doubler. 

 

Then I covered the spars and finally the ribs. I used yellow glue and a combination of pins and tape to 

hold it down as I went. There is nothing tricky here - although the aft spar cap does have a few ups and 

downs in it! 

 

 
Cardboard template and the special caps. The flap slot is not as long as the aileron slot - this is based on 

the drawings I did for the control linkages. 

 

 
Attach the two special rib caps. 
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Fill in the spars and aft spar. 

 

 
Then add all the little bits for the ribs. 

 

 

Wing: remove standoffs, cap lower ribs & spars 

 

Now is the time to remove the standoffs - the bottom caps cannot be attached with the standoffs still in 

place. 

 

Up until now I have managed to knock these off very easily when I didn't want to remove them - now I 

want them off it is a bit more difficult. Eventually I decided the easiest way to remove them is to cut 

either side with a knife and then bend them side to side and they break off at the knife cut. Then sand flat. 

 

Now looks like a good time to sand the bottom inner trailing edge so the ex-standoffs are smooth with the 

ply. Also along the outer ribs. Finally I did a bit of sanding along the top/bottom inner trailing edge - it 

was difficult to sand this properly with the standoffs in place. 

 

Now, close inspection of the bottom training edge showed something I had forgotten. At present there is a 

'step' at rib 12. This is where the flap and aileron join. On the flap side I had put in some balsa to match 

the shape of the flap. My initial construction had left the aileron side 'flat' because the aileron itself is flat 

on the bottom. 
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I think that I will put the bottom aft spar on in two sections - first the outer section flat with the aft spar. 

Then sand the cap near rib 12 so that the inner aft spar cap will transition smoothly on top of the outer 

cap. After I have completed all the rib caps I will attempt to sand the inner to outer cap transition to make 

it smooth. This is an attempt to have my cake and eat it! Time will tell if this works. I have yet to try 

attaching the control surfaces and check the position and alignment. 

 

The bottom caps are simple (but tedious). Where the rib cap meets a 'point' on the sheeting I found it 

easier and neater to cut the point back to the place where it is the same width as the cap strip. 

 

I will probably regret not doing the caps a bit more neatly. I have tried to get them all straight and parallel 

- but not 100% successfully. Also a bit of yellow glue 'got away' and is visible on the outside. 

 

 
Remove all the standoffs and sand smooth. 

 

 
The 'step' in the lower side of the aft spar at the flap/aileron join. 

 

 
My finished 'solution' at the join. 

 

 
As far as I am concerned the easiest way to do the rib caps. 
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All caps installed on the bottom. 

 

 

Wing: sanding 

 

Finally - the important bit in the instructions: 

Quote: 

27. Sand until pretty! 

 

Congratulations! The hardest part is done. 

 

 

So I have done some sanding: 

 

- The aft spar where the control surfaces attach needs to be sanded flat. Also the ribs down the side of the 

control surfaces. 

 

- I noticed that the tip sheeting didn't quite have the same hole as the wing top where they overlapped. So 

I took this opportunity to sand the sheeting cutouts to match the wing tip. 

 

- I did a bit more 'tidy up' sanding to clean things up. 

 

Actually I have not finished: 

 

- I need to check out the flap/aileron installation; 

- Also I think that I need to adjust the leading edge shape - I am going to think about that before doing 

anything; 

- The wing mounting needs to be finalised once the body is finished. 

 

Otherwise the wings are 'ready to cover'. 

 

Now the important part: put everything that is required for the wings onto the scales, this is the two wing 

halves, joiners, props, prop adapters, flaps, ailerons, controlrods etc. 

 

Ready to cover weight: 841gms 
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Sand the tip sheets to match the holes in the wing tips. 

 

 
Sand the various parts of the bays for the control surfaces. 

 

 
Stack everything onto the scales. 

 

 

reylf_gnijieB: Thanks. 

 

feathermerchant: probably a bit heavier. My private 'guestimate' at this stage is 1500gms (53 oz). 

Although there are more unknowns in the weight of the body - once I get the neck and head done I will be 

in a better position. 

 

As I think I have said before the key to the AUW is how much ballast is required to get the CG correct 
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and I am a bit too far off to know how I am going on that front. 

 

 

Tim 

 

 

Wing: check flap/aileron 

 

I have just test fitted the flaps and ailerons. I used tape to attach the surfaces pretty much as I am going to 

do for final installation. 

 

The ailerons don't have any problems. As suspected the curved bottom of the flap didn't hinge properly. 

To improve the hinge I sanded the lower front edge of the flaps a bit more to get a straight hinge line. 

Also using 3 bits of tape worked better - one long bit in the middle of the flap (longways parallel to the 

hinge line) and one piece at each end running in the opposite directly. This allows the end pieces to be 

attached to the lower front edge bevel and the aft spar. 

 

At this stage I also checked the alignment of the slots for the control rods and slightly enlarged where 

required. I can look along the control horn, through the slot and the spar hole and see the servo arm to 

check for alignment. 

 

The other thing I was interested in was where the balance point of the wing is at this stage. The plans 

specify the final flying CG between 1.5 and 1.75 inches in front of the wing joiner. With the wing as 

shown below it balances at 1.5 inches in front of the wing joiner. 

 

This is a lot better than I had feared - but not quite as good as I wanted. I had a secret hope that the wing 

would come out balanced at the CG - or even forward of it if possible. I know that covering will move the 

balance back a little bit. However, about 20gms of weight in the nose will move the balance to the foward 

end of the CG range. 

 

The great unknown at the stage is the body. It has a lot of weight to the rear - which is why I wanted the 

wing with as forward balance point as possible. 

 

 
Complete wings, flaps and ailerons attached, props on. 

 
 

 

Well to move the CG forward you culd buy some 16/25/x Mega motors.  

 
 

 

Hi Tugboat, 

 

Happy New Year from a Pterodactyl watcher in Perth. 
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I think I need one of these to take out some foamies or their owners. 

 

Last saw one in the movie "War Games" where the smart kid and his girl friend went across to an island 

owned by the war game computer genius in order to discover a backdoor entry to the program and stop it 

bombing Moscow. Anyway, the genius had the kids under survelliance from an RC Pterodactyl but I 

believe it was not powered - just a sail plane. If this one flies like the movie one and if you can do a few 

passes by one of the museums over there you'll probably get all the dinosaur experts to claim that they're 

not extinct after all. I wonder if there's a Nobel prize for RC models. 

 

edit:"Please Ptell me Pterodactyl" - something I remembered off file 

 

Tugboat, are you aware of this?? Quite a famous bit of poetry 

Charles Connell - 1985 

 

Please ptell me, Pterodactyl 

Who ptaught you how pto fly? 

Who ptaught you how pto flap your wings 

And soar up in the sky? 

 

No prehistoric monster 

Could ptake off just like you 

And pturn and ptwist and ptaxi 

Way up there in the blue. 

 

Sirion 

 
 

 

 

feathermerchant: I know - the 16/25/3 were the original equiment. But there are some things I just have to 

do differently  

 

Sirion: I suppose it gives a whole new meaning to 'combat'. (I can just see it now "Zagis taken out by feral 

Pterodactyl"). 

 

Thanks for the poetry - that's really good, I will have to try and remember it. 

 

 

Tim 

 

 

Body: Steps 3 & 4 - attach neck continued 

 

Now back to the neck. 

 

I took my block of balsa that is going to fit inside the body end of the neck and worked out how I wanted 

it to be positioned and marked the outline of the neck onto the block. 

 

Then, because the neck needs to be about 10mm forward of the body sides, I marked a hand drawn line 

that I hope will match the shape of the outer balsa blocks when everything is in position. (I used the 
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cardboard template to work out roughly where this line needed to be.) I have to admit that this is all a bit 

unknown - but I am going to find out in the next few days if this is correct. 

 

Next cut along the bottom line with a scroll saw. At this stage I just cut the bottom off (this edge is going 

to be used to locate and square everything during construction). Then I clamped the balsa into the next 

and sanded the bottom edge smooth with the neck, also making sure that the curved edge was smooth. I 

used a square to check afterwards that the sanded surface was at right angles to the sides of the balsa 

block. 

 

Now cut the front off and also trim along the top line. The top line trim does not need to be exact and is 

best left a few mm too large. The front needs to be sanded smooth (also at right angles). 

 

Once all that is done mix up some epoxy and glue the block in. Align this in the same jig of squares etc. 

used before. Clamp the neck to the balsa. At this stage I took the part out of the jig and wiped off all the 

epoxy that was coming out - the less excess epoxy to clean up later the better. Then I dropped the part 

back into the jig, released the clamp and realigned everything and then reclamped. 

 

Once dry remove the clamps and sand the top of the balsa flush to the neck parts. Resand the other balsa 

as required. 

 

Gives a whole new meaning to the phrase a "stiff neck"! 

 

Weight of neck with both blocks: 40gms 

 

 
Mark the shape of the neck onto the block. 

 

 
Add the hand drawn line where the front of this peice will be cut off. 
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Cut the bottom line and sand to shape. I found that I needed to also sand the rear curve (red arrow) 

because that edge was used for locating everything during gluing. 

 

 
Cut the front line and a few mm above the top line. Sand the front. 

 

 
Apply glue and clamp into jig to make sure everything is square and straight. 

 

 
Finally sand the top surface and other parts of the block as required. 

 

 

Body: drill holes for forward wing mount 

 

To get the shape of the hollow in the next/chest I used the leading edge templates I made earlier. At that 

stage I only made a few for the outer ribs, this time I glued the ones for ribs 1 to 4 onto some scrap and 

used a knife rather than the scroll saw to cut precisely along the outline. This way I get both the rib and 

the leading edge template in one piece. The knife cut is also much more precise than the scroll saw. 

 

Next I sanded the leading edge of the wings between rib 1 & 2 to match the template. This just involved 

smoothing off the 'point' I had created on the leading edge. 

 

Then I used the cardboard chest template and the shape of rib 2 to mark the position of the cutout for the 

wing onto the balsa block of the neck. (Note that on my templates the solid black line is the ply leading 

edge, not the CF rods.) 

 

Using a scroll saw I cut about 1mm away from the line, this leaves a bit of material for sanding off later to 

get a good fit. 

 

The next thing I am going to do is to drill the holes for the CF rods. The instructions say to do this much 
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later on, but I think it is going to be much easier to do now. As it turns out the CF rods I inserted into the 

wing are in exactly the correct place such that the brass tube used to hold them will be hard up against the 

ply of the neck. This was just luck - any further part and the holes would have involved the ply of the 

neck... (So my rods measure 23mm from outside to outside.) 

 

So to do this I used my trusty cardboard template to mark where the CF rods are supposed to be. These 

holes are eventually going to need to be large enough to take the brass tube, but I am going to initially 

drill them out to 3mm to match the CF rod. My drill press doesn't have enough room between its 

mounting and the chuck to do this on the press - so I am going to drill by hand using a Dremel. Note: the 

hole only needs to be slightly deeper than the length of the CF rods - obvious really, but I almost forgot. 

 

Again I used the template as an alignment guide in an attempt to get the holes as near as possible to the 

correct position and angle. As I said the holes will eventually be enlarged to take the brass tube and the 

tube glued in with epoxy once the wing is completely installed and aligned - so a bit of error at this stage 

is not really a problem. 

 

After drilling the holes I put the neck onto the wings and checked the fit. Using a combination of the 

template and the wing itself I adjusted the hole so that the neck almost fitted onto the wing. I left a bit 

more material on the neck balsa so that when the neck is attached a final sand will give a smooth fit. 

Remeber that at this stage the precise angle between the neck and the wing has not been setup. 

 

 
Rib ends and leading edge templates for ribs 1-3. 

 

 
Just enough room between the neck pieces for the CF rods. 
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Mark the leading edge shape onto the neck block using the templates. 

 

 
That gets you this line. 

 

 
Cut 1mm or so away from the line and check the shape with the rib end template. 

 

 
Mark the location of the CF rods. 

 

 
Set up for drilling. 
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Test fit onto the wing. 

 

 
Looks about right. 

 
 

 

Ha ha. I was walking down the street the other day when I happened to look in a toy shop doorway and 

saw one these flying around in circles. Just had to have it and it can be my inspiration to keep at it. Has a 

thrust to weight ratio of about 1:10 but once it gets up to speed will fly around in circles all day  

 

KiwiKid  
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Body: Steps 3 & 4 - attach neck continued 

 

Next a measurement of the neck shows that it is 29mm wide and the gap between the body sides is 

80.5mm so that means that the chest blocks need to be 25.75mm wide each. 

 

I made the chest blocks by gluing together some pieces of 50mm square balsa block and a few other bits 

of 1/4" balsa. When I did this I made sure that one side has nice and flat. Then using a jig I am going to 

sand the blocks until they are the correct thickness, hopefully with parallel sides. Then these should be 

relatively easy to install with the assembled neck. 

 

I make the blocks with the 'flat' side located on the neck. Before sanding the other side of the blocks I 

marked and filed the slots for the CF strips I used on the neck. Again these don't need to be very deep, 

just enough for the strips. To allow the the wing dihedral I am going to leave the top of the outer blocks 

about 1mm above the central neck. (Ie. the neck is 1mm lower than the outside of the body. 

 

Now off I go to make a sanding jig and get the blocks to the currect thickness. For the jig I used some 

25x25mm right angle aluminium screwed to some scap timber with washers as spacers to get the 

aluminium to the correct height. 

 

Then I sanded each block until it was slightly higher than the jig. Then used a series of check fits & sands 

until the neck with the chest blocks clamped to it just slid into the body. 

 

The next job is to work out the order of cutting/gluing/sanding to get all this to fit together. So far 

everthing looks OK - but things have been known to go wrong at the end... at this stage I think I will be 

attaching the chest blocks to the neck first and then locate this into the body as the last step. 

 

 
The initial blocks. The one one the left has the neck side up. 

 

 
Slots for CF strips in the parts. 
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The sanding jig. 

 

 
All done with the parts clamped together a smooth fit into the body. 

 

 

Body: Neck alignment 

 

I am going to need a mechanism for aligning the neck to the body so I have worked that out next. 

 

I placed the body on a flat surface and raised the rear to permit the body not the tail to rest on the surface. 

Then I made some measurements and drew a line onto the plans that corresponds to the table surface. 

From this line I worked out the height of the bottom of the front of the neck taken at right angles to the 

table surface (120mm in my case). 

 

Next construct a cardboard template that is 86.5 x 160mm and has a cutout in the centre top of 29.5 x 

40mm (ie. bottom of the cutout 120mm from the other edge of the template). 

 

Next step use some aluminium sections to extend the body sides and see how it all fits together. Double 

check alignment by measuring from the tip of the neck to the tip of the two tails. 

 

 
Side view of everything lined up. 
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The cardboard template in position. 

 

 
Top view. 

 

 

Body: Steps 3 & 4 - attach neck continued 

 

I am going to proceed with attaching the chest blocks to the neck and then this whole assembly to the 

body. I really don't know if this is the best way - but that's the way I am going. This looks like one of 

those jobs where you can't really see how well it is going to work until you get to the end. 

 

So, next I used the templates to mark the wing section on the outer edge of the blocks. Then I clamped the 

chest pieces to the neck and marked the bottom of the neck and also the polition of the wing cutout. 

 

Using the scroll saw I cut out the wing section about 1 mm away from the outer edge mark and also the 

line of the bottom of the neck. 

 

Next a freehand draw of the line of the inside neck joiner. Note: I should have made a cardboard 

template of this because that would have made this bit easy. 

 

Again cut along that line. Then clamp the blocks together and get them precisely aligned. Then sand the 

front shape and get both blocks identical. Check by eye against the existing neck construction. 

 

Finally I am going to glue the blocks, one side at a time, to the neck. You could try doing both at the same 

time - but I can never get the alignment correct when there are 3 moving parts. So out with the epoxy and 

attach the chest block to one side of the neck. 

 

Again, I have chosen to make the centre neck 1mm lower than the outside blocks to allow for the 

dihedral. There are probably other ways to cope with this, but because I have already aligned the front 

locating pins this looks like the easiest way to proceed. 
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Mark the outside leading edge shape. 

 

 
And also the inside marks (left block). 

 

 
Once these have been cut also mark the front shape (very thin pencil line on the left hand block). 

 

 
Hold the parts together and sand the front to make them identical. 

 

 
Attach the fist chest block. 

 

 

Body: Steps 3 & 4 - attach neck continued 

 

On with the other block and try and get it aligned with the first block. 
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While the glue was doing its stuff I made a template to help in locating the CF rods. The chest blocks will 

need a slot cut in each of them for the rods. I made a template from 6mm Depron, so that it has some 

'depth', otherwise the won't really locate the tubes. 

 

First I cut a slot to match the 6.5mm OD of my tubes (standard tubes are 8mm OD and if you located 

them correctly earlier on then you can probably just use the position on the plans without going through 

this step) and then put this onto the body, used a Sharpie to mark around the body shape and then cut with 

a knife. After cutting I checked that the cut is at right angles to the Depron's surface and used a bit of 

sanding and filing to tidy up. 

 

When the blocks are dry some more sanding to fix up the bottom of the neck. I am being carefull not to 

sand the top yet (where there is a step down in the neck) because later on I am going to fill the step down 

with a small bit of balsa to tidy that up. 

 

Then I tried the fit of the completed neck into the body to check that the overall width of the neck unit is 

still correct. The epoxy has not significantly altered the width of the unit and it still fits smoothly into the 

body sides. 

 

Now to cut some slots in the side of the chest blocks to fit the CF rods. I did this by cutting the cardboard 

neck template in two along the shape of the front of the body sides. Use the front part to mark the position 

of the front of the body sides on the chest block, then using the Depron template mark the position of the 

tubes. 

 

Now we are heading into unknown, freehand carving with the Dremel - art was never my strong suit. 

 

Using a combination of cutting bits I made the channel, I had a bit of left over CF rod that I used as a 

check on the depth and width of the slot. 

 

Next I did a test fit onto the body and attempted to put the cardboard neck jig in place. The neck was a bit 

low so I altered the slots slightly as required so that the neck sat on the cardboard and the marks for the 

body sides that had been drawn onto the chest blocks were in the correct place. 

 

Then I thought I would have a look at the shape of the chest blocks where the wing needs to sit. I used a 

earlier template to look at the shape in cross section and also a rib tip template to look on the other axis. 

 

Initially I just did some rough sanding using a small Dremel sanding drum to get the basic shape correct. 

With the neck not attached to the body it is easier to work on it. Once this is done the neck can be put into 

the body and the wing dropped onto the body as well. 

 

Note: I also took the sanding drum to the temporary cross brace in the body to reduce its height in the 

middle so that the centre of the wing was not in contact with the temporary brace. 

 

So now I can look at the overall interface between the body and the wing. Obviously the wing is not 

completely forward because the chest/neck has not been completely sanded - material once removed is 

difficult to put back. One thing that is immediately obvious is that I need to decide whether to leave the 

wing mounting directly onto the ply body sides, or perhaps attach a strip of thin balsa to the ply and use it 

as the interface. 

 

Weight of neck with chest blocks: 67gms. Note that there is a lot of balsa to be removed on final shaping 

of the chest blocks. 
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Initial step in constructing the CF tube templates from Depron. 

 

 
Second chest block being glued on. Final Depron on the left. 

 

 
Cut the cardboard neck template in two. 

 

 
Use this to mark the position of the body front. 

 

 
Then use the Depron template to mark the CF tube location. 
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Cut the slot into the balsa. In an ideal world you want the smallest slot that will fit the tube. 

 

 
Test fit this back onto the body and remark the position of the front of the body side onto the chest pieces. 

 

 
Now lets look at the shape we are going to need for the wing/neck join. 

 

 
Wing sitting on the body - do I leave this as a ply/balsa interface? 
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This is an overview of where I am upto. 

 

 

Body: more messing with the neck 

 

At this point I am heading off into some 'custom' modifications/details. This includes things like battery 

mounting which obviously depend a lot on exactly the size and shape of the batteries that you have. 

 

Anyone who uses this information should check ahead to the end of this thread to see if this all worked. 

(Unfortunately at the time of writing the end didn't exist... otherwise I would have looked myself... ) 

 

Looking at the neck I have decided that some of the material is of little structural value and I really want 

to get the batteries (about 300gms of them) as far forward as possible. My rough calculation is that each 

1mm I can move the batteries forward will reduce the AUW by 1gm. 

 

So my first step is to chop off some of the balsa on the inside of the blocks. The material removed is not 

part of the 'core' of the block anyway and didn't attach to the neck, just to the body sides. 

 

Next step was to attached another piece of balsa to the bottom of the chest so that once attached this part 

will go all the way down to the bottom of the body. I think 3.2mm is about right. This piece of material is 

going to become part of the battery mount and should be relatively hard and grain running across the 

body. 

 

Now I have decided to use some felt attached to the ply body sides to form the interface between the 

wings and the body. This should reduce damage to the balsa wing sheeting and the final wing covering. 

As a temporary measure I tacked some 1.5mm balsa to the body sides with CA so that I can do some 

work on the wings. This should be about the same as the felt when squashed down. 

 

Then some more Dremel work on the neck hollow for the wing mounting. I did this by putting the wings 

onto the body sides (hence the need for the balsa mentioned in the last paragraph) and just did bits and 

pieces of work on the neck until it is close to a perfect fit. At this stage I need to increase the diameter of 

the holes in the neck so allow some movement. 
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Then glue on a bit of 1.5mm balsa onto the top of the central neck area to fill in the space. Once the glue 

is dry this can be sanded a little and the top curve neatened up a bit. 

 

 
These are the bits that are going, moves the batteries forward 15mm. 

 

 
Previous bits are now gone. Sanded the bottom flat so that the additional material can be added. 

 

 
The extra bit attached. 

 

 
Tacked some thin balsa as temporary 'felt' so that the wing is in the correct position. 
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Finished hole. 

 

 
Attach some additional material on the top for neatness. 

 

 

Body: battery mount 

 

Now I am going to do a bit more major surgery to the neck before gluing it in place. I am going to make 

some holes to install the batteries and also make a hole for cooling air to enter and cool the batteries. (The 

air exit has been thought of and I will get to that later.) 

 

I have a pair of 3S Lipos and I am going to mount them as far forward as possible with a gap between 

them for cables, cooling etc. (This is a difficult to explain, but will become obvious as I go along.) 

 

To get the batteries as far forward as possible I am going to attack the chest blocks with the dremel and 

dig out a 15mm deep hole for the batteries. These slots will serve to locate the batteries. Others may not 

want to do this, and I may even regret it myself... 

 

For the cooling I am going to make a 1/2" hole in the centre of the neck block that comes out into the 

body in the gap between the batteries. 

 

So mark out the area to remove and get to work with the Dremel. At this stage the neck will still be held 

together by the material in front of the body. I am going to leave removing this material until after I have 

glued the neck to the body. 

 

Once that was done I drilled a hole for the cooling and used a couple of files to increase the hole to a 

reasonable diameter. 
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Cutout areas marked for batteries. Batteries will be parallel to the CF tube. Batteries are located as low as 

practical to permit the UBEC to sit on top of them between the batteries and the wing. 

 

 
This is the battery placement prior to cutting out. 

 

 
Slots cut out and a test fit of the batteries. 

 

 
Final view of the neck (what's left of it...) 
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Breathing hole in the front of the chest. 

 

 

On a more serious note, I have just looked at the start date for this thread. It would be nice to have it 

completed and flying by the 1 year point. 

 

People reading this thread may find it hard to believe, but I have never even attempted anything like this 

before. I think about 6 weeks was the longest it has ever taken me to build anything. Even allowing for 

time taken to document what I am doing it is difficult to believe that it has taken me so long for 

something that doesn't really look that complex when I look at what I have already done. 

 

Tim 

 

 

Body: Steps 3 & 4 - attach neck continued 

 

Next I am attaching the neck to the body. 

 

A couple of preliminary things: 

 

- Block the end of the CF tubes with something, a scrap of foam or tape or ... this will stop the epoxy 

going inside the tubes and force it into the gap between the tube and the neck block. 

 

- Place some tape on the body sides where the battery bays are and also on the neck block in the battery 

bays next to the body side. This should ensure that any epoxy that makes its way into the battery area is 

easy to remove. 

 

- Scuff up the ourside of the CF tubes where they need to glue. 

 

Setup the body and all the straight edges, the neck template etc. on a flat surface. 

 

Apply the epoxy to the neck in the area where it will contact with the body. Push the neck onto the body, 

then remove the neck. At this stage I then checked that the body sides had epoxy all over and added a bit 

more in any dry spots. Finally I applied more epoxy to the neck and also half filled the places where the 

CF tubes slot into. 

 

Push the neck back onto the body and align with the jig. Remove any excess epoxy that pops out of the 

front of the body neck join. Also remove any excess that comes out of round the CF tube. 

 

Weight of 'body' so far 176gms (without control surfaces, with chest blocks still unshaped). 
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Tape in the battery bay area. 

 

 
Block up the tubes and also apply tape in the battery bay area. 

 

 
Gluing and clamped into the jig. If it isn't straight at this stage it never will be! 

 

 

Body: Step 5 - attach head 

 

To attach the head I need two blocks that join the neck and the head. 

 

So I cut two 20mm thick slices from a block of 50x50mm balsa. Sanded one side of each block so that it 

is nice and flat. Then marked the required shape. This is 16mm at one and and 11mm at the other. There 

is actually a sort of curve across this shape shown on the plans. 

 

Roughly cut this to size and then sand both blocks to be identical. This is relativly easy because you can 

put them together in various ways and check that they are identical. 

 

Then I just curved them off a bit to approximate the curve on the plans after they were straight. 

 

Once that is done chop them off to 30mm wide. It looks like I will also trim about 5mm off the 16mm 
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thick end of the block to reduce it to slightly smaller than the size of the head end of the neck. 

 

While the body was in the jig from the last step I took the opportunity to make the cardboard templates 

for the head alignment and check the positioning of the head/neck blocks.  

 

I modified the existing neck template, by enlarging the cutout to the calculated head position. I cut a front 

template that the beak can rest on and also a spaced and square to get the alignment correct. 

 

The blocks need to be installed so that the vertical sides of the head are parallel when the head is in 

position. As far as I can see there is no 'twist' required in the blocks with my construction so far. If I align 

the blocks with the top of the blocks parallel to the head end of the neck then the sides of the head should 

be parallel. So that looks OK. 

 

There is a strange optical illusion at this point: the head looks much wider than the plans show! However 

careful measuring shows that they are actually the same width - just something funny about the plans vs. 

the real thing. 

 

At this stage I took the body out of the clamping assembly and the next thing is to look at the shaping of 

the front of the chest. 

 

Hmmm, that last photo really shows the barrel distortion on my camera. Don't worry my rulers are 

actually straight... 

 

 
Rough cut blocks with one side sanded smooth. 

 

 
Mark the sanding points. 

 

 
I used a saw to cut close to the desired angle and then sanded on a flat surface to get both parts identical. 
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Cardboard jig modified to accept the head. 

 

 
Temporarily mount the head to check alignment. 

 

 

Body: Steps 3 & 4 - attach neck continued 

 

Now the chest blocks can be shaped. Also the bits of tape protecting the battery bay can be removed 

along with any epoxy that is on them. 

 

The chest blocks are one of the creative 'free form' bits. 

I took this slowly, trying to keep both sides the same and working towards something that look pleasing. 

In my opinion the trick here is to not let one side get too different to the other - just do the same thing 

each side and keep checking as you go. 

 

Using a combination of Dremel with a drum sander, a sanding tube and some loose sand paper, I just kept 

going until I was happy.  

 

It doesn't look quite like the official build photos - but it is sort of smooth and almost symetrical. I started 

out with the chest blocks with a convex shape, and then decided the original slightly concave look was 

better. 

 

I am considering painting the body - or part of it anyway. In this case I will need to seal the end grain 

balsa to stop if slurping up the paint. So it may get another turn of sanding before I get to that stage. I 

know that the 'original' has a film covered body, but I think that I may try some paint. 

 

 
This is what we are aiming for - photo courtesy of the pteroworks build images. 
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Step 1top. 

 

 
Step 1 bottom: my intial convex shape. I decided I prefered the looks of the example above. 

 

 
Step 2 bottom. 

 

 
Step 2 top. This is looking better. 

 

 
Step 5? bottom. 
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Step 5? top. This looks much better - at this stage I stopped, I may have another look and attack a bit 

more later. 

 

 

Body: Step 5 - attach head 

 

Next I am have attached the blocks for the head. 

 

This was easy: first file some slots for the CF reinforcing that I used. Then attach the blocks one side at a 

time. When attaching the first one get it correctly in position. With the second one make sure it is exactly 

lined up with the first one. 

 

Weight of 'body' so far 177gms (without control surfaces). It looks like the material I removed from the 

chest weighs about the same as what I added for the head mounts. 

 

At this stage I have realised that I probably don't actually want the head attached now because it is going 

to just get in the way while I work on the rest of the body. Perhaps I should have left these blocks off as 

well - anyway at this stage I will move on to the next steps and come back to the head. 

 

So now on to sort out the rest of the battery mount and other body details. 

 

 
These are the blocks cut to size and the slots for the CF done. 

 

 
Attach one side first. 
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Use the first side as the alignment for the second. 

 

 

Body: mounting everything 

 

There isn't a lot of space inside the body, especially if you want to keep all the equipment as far forward 

as possible. In my case the use of 6.5mm CF tubes has also reduced the internal width by about 3mm. 

 

The "standard" position for the two HS-81 servos is under the first ply plate where the wing bolts also 

attach the wing. The servos are mounted flat and the control rods to the V-tail run under the CF tubes. 

 

I would like to get the servos further forward and the control rods running on the top of the CF tubes and 

out to the V-tail on the top so that the control horns are protected, rather than hanging out below. 

 

This requires mounting the servos vertically - which in turn requires them to be far enough forward for 

there to be room in the body. Space is really tight and I think that I have an arrangement - but I am not 

absolutely certain it will all fit. 

 

Things would be a lot easier with some servos that are physically smaller servos than the HS-81. I have 

some Waypoint W-092MB servos that are not as high and would fit a lot easier - but I am not certain I 

want to use them. So at this stage I am still playing with the HS-81s. I have no idea what the W-092MBs 

are like in practice and I know that the HS-81s will do the job. 

 

So I will explain my thinking so far. This may all go pear shaped when I find that it will not fit, but we 

will see how it goes. 

 

 

Body: Step 7 - Make a belly tray. 

 

The instructions say: 

Quote: 

7. Make a belly tray out of 1/16" ply to cover the bottom of the body. It should be removable to 

facilitate battery installation and removal. Add balsa to the body as needed.  

 

 

Some pictures I have show this tray going all the way from the chest at the front to the ply cross member 

that the trailing edge bolts down onto. This requires the tray to be shaped to fit the curve on the bottom. I 

have to admit that I couldn't quite see how to make this work, so I decided to have a go at a slightly 

different mechanism. 

 

What I have done first is to construct a removable tray that is slightly longer that the batteries and their 

leads (in particular the balance connector). I did this using a flat sheet of balsa and building the bottom 
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shape using bits of balsa and then adding a balsa sheet bottom to match the curve of the body. The bottom 

sheeting is harder balsa. 

 

The front of this tray attaches to a nice slot that I have in the chest area where the balsa block meets the 

6mm balsa I added to the bottom. I am thinking that this tray can be held in place by tapping into the 

posts I have built in for the purpose and then screwing through the ply body sides into the posts. 

 

The tray is long enough that the batteries should be able to be changed through the hole. 

 
Start with a flat sheet of balsa and attach the two posts. The posts stick out about 5mm on the underside 

and 10mm on the top side. 

 

 
Add the curved shape with a balsa framework. 

 

 
Glue on the tongue. 

 

 
Sand the curved side, and merge the shape of the posts into the shape. 
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Apply cross grain sheeting. 

 

 
This is how the tongue fits into the chest. Sand the tongue and the front of the tray for a nice fit. 

 

 

Body: inside... 

 

Now to see if this is all possible I taped in place a piece of 1.5mm sheeting that matches up with the end 

of the removeable tray. Then put the batteries into their front holes. This looks like it is going to work as 

long as there is no problem with the ESC/battery lead length and connector positioning. 

 

Tape the tray in place and turn the right way up and see what we have. 

 

The arrangement that looks like it will work is: 

 

- UBEC mounted at the front between the batteries and the wing. 

- V-tail servos mounted on two rails rear of the batteries. 

- receiver mounted behind the servos. 

- control rods running along the top of the CF tubes to the rear (only one shown in photo). 

 

(Note that there is a reinforcing cross member that has yet to be removed. This is marked with a red 'X'.) 

 

There are a few issues with this: 

 

- Will the servo and battery cables fit between the bottom of the wing and the batteries? There is a gap 

between the batteries that should help with the battery cables. 

 

- Is there enough clearance between the bottom of the wing and the servo horns/wheels? I can cut the 

wheel down to leave only the outer part that is used, but I don't know if this will be enough. A shorter 

servo would help here. 

 

Before I commit to this I think I need to mount the wing (ie. complete the front locating holes and glue in 

the tubes, also complete the rear mount and drill the holes and attach blind nuts.). 

 

This is the only way that I can be certain that the cables will fit and there is sufficient clearance for the 

servos etc. 

 

 
Batteries in and the first piece of 'fixed sheeting' in position. 
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Removable tray also in place. 

 

 
And look in from the top... 

 

 

Body: Step 8 - front wing mounts 

 

Now on to the wing mounting, obviously the first thing to do is to double check the carving and convince 

oneself that the fit is OK. 

 

I used some tape attached to the chest block and marked the centre line onto the tape - this allows the 

front of the wing to be centred on the body. 

 

Now is the time to check that the wings when put on the body are the same height left-to-right. So I put 

the wings onto the body and checked the height of various parts of the wing from the bench - also the tip 

to tail distances to check the wing was square. This will be set exactly when the wing bolts are attached - 

but is useful to check at this stage that there is no major problem. 

 

Then I moved the front of the wing around a bit to make sure that the holes in the chest are large enough 

to accept the tubes. 

 

Then I cut two short (about 15mm in my case) brass tubes for the front wing mount. Make sure all the 

burrs are off the end of the tube and smooth out the inside lip after cutting. Insert a small round of balsa in 

one end of the tube to stop the epoxy going into the tube. I glued these in with some CA. Clean the 

outside of the tubes for a good bond to the epoxy. 

 

Then put the tubes onto the wings. At the same time I applied a few small lengths of tape to the wing 

around the area close to the locator rods. The purpose of this is to stop the wing being glued in 

permanently if any epoxy comes out during the gluing process. 

 

Put the wings back on and make sure that the presence of the brass tubes has not disturbed the 

positioning. 

 

Mix up some epoxy and microballons and drop some of this into the hole. Push the brass tubes into the 

holes. The epoxy shouldn't be all the way up to the top - just enough to hold the tube in position is 

required. Put the wing on and get it all set up and level. 
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Once the epoxy is set any holes around the brass tubes can be filled without the wing getting in the way. 

 

 
Red line shows the centre. 

 

 
Prepared brass tubes. 

 

 
This is after the initial epoxy has set with the wing in place. 

 

 
And the final job after filling around the tubes with epoxy. 

 

 

Body: Step 9 - rear wing mounts 

 

The rear wing mount is a pair of 8-32 nylon bolts that go through the wing and screw into a pair of blind 

nuts under the ply (and glass reinforced in my case) body spacer. 

 

My first step here is to construct some balsa blocks that the wing will bolt down onto. These blocks will 
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be glued to the body spacer. 

 

I did this as follows: 

 

- start with a piece of 1/4 balsa that is about 1" wide and fits the body width between the ply body sides. 

- using a rat tailed file file two curved depressions to fit over the CF tubes. 

- I marked with an few arrows the 'forward' direction so I didn't get confused later. 

- now laminate a bit more balsa to the top so that when the block is put between the body sides it is just 

higher than the body sides. 

- mark the top of the body sides onto the block, then mark the dihedral that the wing will sit down onto 

the block at. 

- sand the top of the block down to the body + dihedral angle, keep sanding and checking until the fit is 

nice and smooth. 

- next I used a Dremel to route two channels in the bottom near the CF tube that would accept some 

aluminium tube - this tube will allow the control rods to be installed and run along the top of the CF 

tubes. 

- cut out the middle 20mm or so, and discard the middle bit. This is the air exit for the flow through 

ventilation. 

- apply some glue to the routed channels, and fit the aluminium tubes. Then apply glue to the blocks and 

glue and clamp to the ply spacer. 

 

Notes: 

- I think I mentioned much earlier that when I put the glass on the ply body spacer I marked the screw line 

in order to get the glass in the right place. So I just used this line to centre these balsa spacers. 

 

 
The 1/4 balsa with the orientation marked and the CF tube fitted. 

 

 
Laminate some more balsa onto the top. 

 

 
Sand in the front to back angle... 
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and also the dihedral angle. 

 

 
Until the fit into the body is correct - and also the wing fits correctly on top. 

 

 
Route the holes for some aluminium tubes... 

 

 
and they should fit neatly like this. 

 

 
Cut the centre section out as a ventilation hole. 
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And attach to the ply body spacer in the correct position. 

 

 

Body: Step 9 - continued 

 

Now the normal method for drilling the wing bolt holes is to start from the top. However, I want the blind 

nut to mount squarely on the ply so I decided to approach this a little differently. 

 

First I put some tape over the balsa mounting blocks and marked where I wanted the holes to be. 

 

Then I used some scrap timber to support the ply body spacer and drilled some undersized (3mm) holes 

down through the balsa and the ply spacer. 

 

Next place the wing onto the body and get it square. I used clamps to hold the wing halves together and 

then clamped the wing onto the rear mounts. Measure the wing as many ways as possible and get it 

correctly located. 

 

I then drilled up from the bottom through the wing with the 3mm bit. 

 

After this I took all the parts off and drilled the wing out to just large enough for the nylon bolt and also 

the body to take the shaft of the blind nut. 

 

Finally file and clean the blind nuts and also one side of some flat washers and epoxy these in place. The 

blind nuts to the underside of the ply spacer and the flat washers to make a flat pressure point for the 

nylon bolt heads. 

 

The flat washers and epoxy to form a flat pressure point for the bolt heads takes a little crafting. I wrap 

the bolt with sticky tape (alternatively I suppose you could just grease it) drop the washer onto the bolt. 

Wait for the epoxy & microballons to start to get a little thick then build up a bit onto the washer. Push 

the bolt into the hole, stop when the head & washer starts to engage on the highest bit of balsa. Smooth 

out the epoxy to fill the gap on the lower side - make sure the washer is flat against the bold head. Wait 

40 minutes (I am using 30 minute epoxy) and then unscrew the nylon bolt. Wait until the epoxy has fully 

cured and then run a drill bit through the hole to tidy it up. 

 

I am sure you could do the same thing with hard balsa sanded and glued on, then sand the top to match 

the bolt head. 

 

While test fitting everything afterwards I check the length of the bolts required. 1 inch bolts are a perfect 

fit and just reach the depth of the blind nut - eg. SIGSH173. 
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Where the holes want to be. 

 

 
Drill the holes in the ply spacer and balsa rear wing mounts. 

 

 
Align everything - measure 10 times drill once! 

 

 
Blind nuts - not all that interesting. 

 

 
And the brass washer. 
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Wings 

 

At this stage the wings are almost ready to cover. 

 

Two things left to do: 

 

- double check the shape of the leading edge and smooth it off a bit more to match a Clark-Y leading edge 

shape; 

 

- give the entire wing a final sand with very fine paper. 

 

So with any luck I should be able to start covering in the next few days. 

 

Colour Scheme 

 

While I am sure that a lot of you may want a 'traditional Pterodactyl' (ie. authentic prehistoric colouring 

scheme) I am afraid I am going to something a bit modern - also I want to use transparent covering so that 

the inside of the wing is visible.  

 

I have decided to try for a 'Sulphur Crested Cockatoo Pterodacytl' (based loosely on this sort of thing: 

http://www.pbase.com/sheila/image/32787956 ) - this gives an Australian flavour to the project  

 

However, there is no way I am doing light coloured wing bottoms because I want good visibility and like 

darkish colours on the bottom, so my tentative colour scheme is: 

 

- red transparent wing bottoms 

- white and yellow transparent wing tops 

- white and yellow head & body (some painted, possibly some covered ???) 

- yellow crest 

- not quite sure about the V-tail colours yet 

 

Anyway I am going to start with the bottom covering and see if I like the effect - if I don't I will try 

something else. 

 

 
Alignment marks on the head sides. 
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First side in position. 

 

 
Other side done. 

 

 
This is the front alignment. 

 

 

Body: Step 6 - Glue in top and bottom of head 

 

Well before this can be done the nose/beak/mouth needs to be joined together. I made yet another 

cardboard template for the tip of the nose and fashioned a solid block from balsa to hold together the tip 

of the nose. It helps to have a centre line on all sides of the block so that it can be aligned when glued in. 
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So this can now be glued in, using the centre line on the cardboard jig to get the centre of the block in the 

correct position. 

 

The first time I applied the clamps the balsa was just squeezed towards the body and the tips of the nose 

came together! I then used a clamp to stop this and got it all in position. 

 

Next thing to do is to make some top and bottom panels from 1/4" balsa, sanded to match the curves of 

the head profile. As part of this one needs to make room for some ballast (1 - 3 oz according to the 

instructions). 

 

Now the head is on the side profile has a certain 'go fast' appearance... 

 

Weight of 'body' now 213gms (without control surfaces). 

 

 
Cardboard template and the nose block. 

 

 
Glue into position. Check the centre lines against the tip of the nose and also the cardboard front support. 

 

 
A bit more 'attitude' now. 

 

 

Body: Step 6 - continued 

 

The top and the bottom of the head are 1/4" balsa - but of course the head profile is curved. So the 

procedure is to make various flat sheets from 1/4" balsa, glue them into the head, and then sand the flat 

sheets to match the curves of the ply head sides. 

 

I decided on 3 sections for the top and bottom. This leaves some of the balsa only about 1/8" thick, but I 
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don't think that will be a problem. 

 

The way I did this was to make some cardboard templates by placing the cardboard onto the head and 

drawing the outside onto the cardboard. Then I trimmed the cardboard until it fitted into the head. These 

shapes I then transferred to 1/4" balsa, cut out with a scroll saw and sanded until they fitted. I made each 

of the panels a bit longer that needed and then trimmed and sanded the joins as I went. Also I cut the 

curve to the rear of the top head sheet after the final fitting and just before gluing. 

 

The joins need to be flush when sanded to the final level - but it is difficult to see where this level is going 

to be when attaching the pieces. 

 

There are two things of note here: 

 

a) Some sort of provision needs to be made for ballast (1 - 3oz) in the head. Because I have been working 

to reduce the overall weight I don't have any idea at this stage exactly what my balast requirement will be. 

 

The pteroworks web site shows a nice round hole, at the front of the head - in my case I have left a largish 

sort of rectangular hole in the nose. (All my lead is roofing lead and is in flat sheets, so a rectangular hole 

is easier to fill up with cut sheets of lead. Once I have the balance correct I can just CA a balsa panel over 

the top.) I inserted a vertical piece of 1/4" balsa to form the end of the ballast compartment. 

 

b) Don't attach the head too low on the end of the neck. (A bit difficult for me to avoid this because I have 

already attached the head...) 

 

The reason is that the neck will stop the balsa head top sheeting from fitting. In my case I needed to sand 

the neck ply pieces a bit to try and increase the amount of balsa that was going to be left after sanding. 

Even then I will only have about 1/8" of material left after sanding. This normally would not be that 

important - except this rear top sheeting has to support whatever head ornamentation you choose to make. 

 

Weight of 'body' now 219gms (without control surfaces). 

 

 
Here are the bits I started with. The cardboard templates lower left, the top of the head upper left and on 

the right the bottom of the head. 

 

 
The bottom bits glued in. The clamps are just to ensure a good glue bond, the inserts should be the correct 

size to just slide in. Note that the bottom sheeting stops at the neck. 
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Top sheeting in position and checked for fit. Mark the curve on the back of the head once the position is 

known. 

 

 
This is where I needed to sand to get the neck to fit. Watch out when attaching the head to the neck! 

 

 
Here is the hole for the lead. 

 

 
And a side on shot showing all the material that needs to be sanded away. 
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After sanding. 

 

 

Sirion: I don't know about the birds - it will probably scare the daylights out of the people! 

 

Roger: I must admit that "beep beep" didn't occur to me - but now that you mention it that is exactly the 

effect. See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Roadrunner.jpg for the similarity... 

 

Kiwi: Great photos. I think I will stick to my original colour idea, at least until I have seen what it looks 

like and decided I don't like it! 

 

Tim 

 
 

 

Yeah Tim, I think you might be right, after seeing those pics from Kiwi . 

 

What's your wingspan because those other models look big enough to appear realistic. I believe that the 

remains of the real ones have exhibited spans in excess of 20'. The glider in "War Games" was also quite 

large. 

 

It might be a good idea to alert the media over there after your first couple of flights so that the local 

population don't flee to the coast. You might even get "it" (sorry, Zeke/Zelda) a bit part in the next 

SciFi movie they make over that way - the possibilities are endless. In case you had forgotten, Zelda was 

the girl friend of Dobie Gilless the TV program years ago - played by Tuesday Weld . 

 

Beep, beep is a logical association after seeing the head silhouette. By the way when I went through the 

Nevada desert over twenty years ago I swear I saw a road runner - certainly a high speed trail of dust 

through the paths lacing between the Joshua trees. Can't think what else it might have been. The local 

stores there sell mini RR's in tiny wooden crates to the tourists. 

 
 

 

 

Body: inside... - continued 

 

Next the mounting for the servos and radio and the bottom sheeting. 

 

First I knocked out the temporary spacer that was holding the CF tubs near the front. Then I measured, 

test fitted again, and finally glued in the servo mounting rails. Also I put a mounting point for the front of 
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the radio receiver.  

 

Next I made a rear wall for the lower part of the body, this is where the sheeting is going to finish - 

behind this point I am going to just use film covering to complete the body. Finally I added some 

crosswise members to support the bottom sheeting on the body - one at the join in the sheeting and one in 

the middle of each sheet. The rear wall needs to be sealed all the way round so that the air doesn't get in 

here and disturb the ventilation. 

 

Once this is all glued just test fit the sheeting and sand the support members as required to get a good fit 

on the sheeting. Then attach the bottom sheeting. (I am using slightly heavier & stronger 1.5mm balsa 

sheet for this work). 

 

Because of the tight fit for the servos there is not a lot of room for any reinforcing on the front edge of the 

sheeting, so initially I have used a small section of double thickness balsa at the front of the sheeting.  

 

After the servos are fitted I will see if there is any room for additionalreinforcing. 

 

 
First mark the required position for the supports. 

 

 
Glue in supports for equipment as shown. 

 

 
Add some additional supports for the bottom sheeting. 

 


